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WHAT’S TRENDING
Animal Agriculture Under Pressure
how science is battling back

Listen to an op ed piece on television or radio and
it won’t likely take long until you will hear about
the revolution occurring in the food industry
involving the call for the end of domestic animal
agriculture and the switch to a plant-based
diet. With the release of Impossible Foods new
meatless products and Beyond Meats recent IPO
which raised over $300 million dollars in a week,
it is hard not to be swayed by this rising tide of
interest in changing the meat industry in North
America and beyond. Couple all this with the
fact that we are now three to four generations
away from people understanding the day to
day operations of farms or ranches and having
somewhat of a concept on where and how food
is produced, and the idea of ridding the world of
animal agriculture doesn’t seem that ridiculous.

With the release of Impossible Foods new meatless
products and Beyond Meats recent IPO which
raised over $300 million dollars in a week, it is
hard not to be swayed by this rising tide of interest
in changing the meat industry in North America
and beyond.
Recently, at a gathering of some of North
America’s pre-eminent livestock nutritionists
and meat scientists, talks were given showing
just what the current effect of animal agriculture
is on the environment and how ridding the
continent of this food source would affect us.
Mary Beth Hall, a senior dairy research scientist
with USDA and Robin White, a senior livestock
nutritionist with Virginia Tech, presented a live
statistical model showing what would happen to
the US without livestock.
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First, it is important to realize that livestock do
contribute to total greenhouse gas emissions
(GHG). Agriculture as a whole accounts for
9% of the total green house gasses produced

and animal agriculture
is responsible for
approximately 50%
of that total. Under
the model, if animal
agriculture was
By: Kelly Cruise
completely eliminated
Director of Livestock Nutrition
the national agriculture
M. Sc. Animal Science
total of GHG would
Blair’s Family of Companies
drop by 28%. Why
28% rather than 50% the animals produce?
GHG’s produced from industrially producing
fertilizer to take the place of manure is part of
the problem, along with incinerating inedible
by-products of the grain/vegetable/ethanol
industries. The other increase (or non-decrease)
in GHG would come from the energy used in
increasing irrigation, as currently 70% of the
fruits and vegetables grown in the US are
irrigated. The model also shows that currently
there isn’t even close to enough irrigation water
available to grow the increase in crops needed
to feed the population (Hall & White, 2017).
The authors of the model also ran least cost
diets intended to support the US population
based on the foods available in systems with or
without animals. These diets included enough
food to meet the population’s requirement
for 36 essential nutrients including protein,
energy, amino acids, fatty acids, vitamins and
minerals. Without supplements (such as over
the counter mineral/vitamins), the diets from
the current (eating animals) food supply was
deficient in vitamins D, E and K and choline.
When the same diets were run without animal
products, diets were deficient in those nutrients
as well as in calcium, vitamins A and B12,
and in fatty acids (long change omega-3 fatty
acids and arachidonic acids). These fatty acids
are important for normal cognitive and visual
development in children. If humans don’t eat
foods from animals it is an absolute necessity to
take B12 supplements. The model also predicted
that people would have to eat more food in a

plants-only system because plants are not a
very concentrated source of essential nutrients.
Due to the sheer amount of grain that could
be produced the average diet (animal productfree) would be 85% grain….not what most North
Americans would choose!
So, according to the model it is possible to turn
over 46% (415 million acres, Hall & White 2017)
of the land mass in the US from livestock to other
options. This did not address what the majority
of the land would be used for, as currently 56
million acres is used to grow forages while
the largest percentage is uncultivatable land.
However, there is the possibility that enough
forages would have to be grown to feed the 10.2
million horses, and enough grains diverted from
human consumption to create 727,000 tonnes
of protein and 143,000 tonnes of fat to feed the
70 million dogs and 74 million cats in the US…..
no one talks about getting rid of pets when they
mention ending animal agriculture!

Introducing the Flexitarian
Now for the good news from science! North
Americans still love eating meat, and currently
eat approximately 222 lb/person/
year, which is up year over year for
the last 3 years (USDA Annual Report
2018). Yet we have a new mix of
consumers, people wanting the choice
of either meat or plant-based meat
substitutes. This group, known as
“flexitarians”, consume all products
and can be influenced by science as
to what to eat. The flexitarians choose
what to eat for health, environmental
and humanitarian reasons but are
not true vegetarians. Here is where
science comes in. By showing actual
data, such as the numbers from the
Hall & White model this group can also
be influenced by the fact that North
American cattle producers produce
over twice the carcass on 30% less
resources than we did 30 years ago
(CanFax 2018). They can also be
influenced by the need for essential
nutrients that can only be achieved
from eating meat. What they can’t
be is brow-beat into believing there is

some type of inherent right for animal agriculture
to exist!
Agriculture is essential for providing people
with food, products and livelihoods. When
food giants such as Cargill, JBS and Tyson are
investing in the companies involved in making
meat substitutes you can see where the future
of meat production may be headed. These
companies all rely heavily on scientifically-sound
food production practices and they see a future
with a mix of food choices coming very quickly.
More importantly, when they look at how we
will feed people and make the systems work in
the long term, they realize we need to look at
the entire system, not just one or two aspects
that we want to change. Cattle producers need
to be the advocates for scientifically-based
animal protein production using clear, concise
arguments involving the entire food system
perspective. This also means producers need
to understand what motivates flexitarians and
work with them to develop the best possible
nutrition program we can and make the idea
of ridding the world of animal agriculture seem
irresponsible for our sustainability.
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unleash the power of

technology
Hydroxy Trace Mineral Technology

» Hydroxy trace minerals have approximately twice the
availability of sulfates and are similar to organic sources.

Biologically Superior... Natural Vitamin E
» Three times the availability of synthetic vitamin E.

Highly Available Calcium & Magnesium
» Calcium magnesium carbonate is highly palatable and
bioavailable.

Proprietary Weatherized Formulation

» Coarse particles and our weatherization process protect
the loose mineral from environmental losses.
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SEE BLAIR’S FOR ALL YOUR
LIVESTOCK NUTRITION NEEDS
Weatherized

Non-Weatherized

» PowerMin

» Elevate

» PowerPlus

» Advance

» PowerPak

» Apex

PowerPak

MINERALS

COMPLETE FEED & SUPPLEMENTS
CALF CREEP
COMPANION ANIMAL PRODUCTS
FORAGE & WATER TESTING
BLAIR’S ANIMAL NUTRITION CONTACTS:

PowerPlus

RITE-LIX TUBS

Kelly Cruise | Liberty | 306.963.7550 • Breanna Anderson | Saskatoon | 306.250.6344
Allison Porter | Watrous | 306.381.6958 • Blake MacMillan | Nokomis | 306.528.7484
Cole Lamport | McLean | 306.699.2822 • Leah Bartel | Lanigan | 306.419.9100

PowerMin

WEATHERPROTECT
TEC H N OLOGY
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P urely

purebred Featuring Limousin

2019 marks the 50th Anniversary of the Canadian Limousin Association.
It’s an exciting time to be a Limousin breeder with continued strong bull
sales this spring and a growing junior program gaining national attention.
The Limousin tag program continues to be a popular choice. This year, a
new option of Limousin Comfort Ear Tags are being offered through CCIA.
For more information on tagging your calves with Limousin branded tags
please contact the Canadian Limousin office, we are always happy to
help; limousin@limousin.com or 1-403-253-7309.
We were proud to present Ian and Bonnie Hamilton of
Amaglen Limousin - Darlingford, Manitoba with the 2018
CLA Award of Distinction. This is a very well-deserved
award as the Hamilton’s have been passionate promoters
of the Limousin breed for decades. Additionally we would
like to congratulate our Limousin members who qualified
as elite herds for 2018 and those that had females qualify
as elite dams. Elite dam females have above average
EPDs for weaning weight, milk and docility and below
average EPDs for birth weight. The complete list of elite
herds and elite dams can be found on the Canadian
Limousin website.
The Canadian Junior Limousin Impact Show will be held
at Prairieland Park in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan this July
18-20. Following last year’s largely successful junior
show, we are sure to see another fantastic event. Plans
are well underway for this show and registration will
be open in April. All juniors ages 6 and up showing a
Limousin animal are welcome to attend. For up to date
information please follow the Canadian Junior Limousin
Association Facebook page.
The Ontario Limousin Association, in conjunction with the
Canadian Limousin Association, is pleased to announce
that the 50th anniversary celebration of the Canadian
Limousin Association, to be hosted in Ontario November
1-4th, 2019. This anniversary event will attract Canadian
and international Limousin cattle enthusiasts and industry
members to Ontario for this celebration of
Limousin cattle in Canada.
The Ontario Limousin Association and the
Canadian Limousin Association will be organizing
and hosting this event at the Royal Agricultural
Winter Fair, in Toronto. Delegates will be invited
to attend, as well as participate, in the RAWF
Limousin Show and the Royal Elite Sale. The
Ontario Limousin Association would like to take
this opportunity to invite you to participate
in this great exposition of Canada’s Limousin
breeders. We look forward to celebrating with
the Limousin community from the past, present
and future at this event.
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By: Laura Ecklund

General Manager
Canadian Limousin Association

A nimal N utrition

Creep Feeding: Separating Fact from Fiction

Creep feeding calves is a complex
decision and one that needs to be
analyzed on a yearly basis. First, it
must be understood that creep feeding
is the practice of delivering extra,
essential nutrients to the growing
calf to assist in maximizing profitable
By: Kelly Cruise
growth. Each producer may be
Director of Livestock Nutrition motivated to creep feed their calves
M. Sc. Animal Science
for a variety of reasons, however the
Blair’s Family of Companies
primary motivation for the practice is
to maximize the genetic potential of
the calf. This might mean different
things to different producers. For
example, it has been conclusively
shown by independent research that
when a properly designed creep feed
is fed to spring born calves they will
have a superior weaning/sale weight
as compared to their non-creep fed
herd mates. For a cow-calf producer
this can convert to an immediate
By: Breanna Anderson
economic benefit. Again, it must be
Ag Business Specialist stated that for this to happen the
Livestock Nutrition
creep
feed must be designed properly
B. Sc. Animal Science
Blair’s Family of Companies
so as to achieve muscular development
in an economical manner.

Creep Feeding
Heifer Calves
Many producers may have concerns
with creep feeding when they are
retaining heifers for breeding stock.
Concerns that may arise include
overly conditioned heifers and heifers
that may have reduced fertility. It
must be understood that the protein
and energy requirements of the
rapidly growing calf simply cannot be
met by the milk produced by the dam
midway through the summer period.
A 100 lb calf requires approximately
10 lbs of milk to meet the protein
and energy requirements of growth
while the same calf at 500 lbs needs
50 lbs of milk (Eversole et al, 2015).
While the average milk production of
each herd can be debated there isn’t
much doubt that it is unrealistic to
expect the dam to produce that much
milk. Therefore, if the milk supplied
is supplemented with a well balanced
creep feed the growth pattern of the
heifer is maximized, creating a well
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framed animal. Research has
shown that heifers are ready
for breeding when they achieve
an adequate body size, not a
specific age (Smart, M. 1985,
Nicholson, H. 1969). If a heifer
has adequate body size and
condition to breed and can enter
the breeding herd one to two
months earlier research shows
that the overall success of the
heifer will be greater than its
later breeding herd mates. This
increase in success is shown in
both the number of calves over
a lifetime and overall pounds of
calf produced over a lifetime.

Creep Feeding Bull Calves
Another common misconception regarding creep
feeding bull calves destined for the breeding
herd is that these animals will have poor feet/
leg conformation and may have impaired rumen
function due to excessive feeding. As with the
replacement heifers nothing could be further
from the truth if a properly designed product is
fed. High quality creep feeds match the protein
requirements of a growing bull calf without
feeding excessive amounts of energy that could
lead to hoof/leg problems or causing acidosis. A
creep feed will help fill the “hungry calf gap” for
those bull calves, especially those with superior
genetics whose growth rate simply cannot be
met with milk and grass alone (Eversole et al).
By providing not only the protein and energy but
the very important trace minerals and vitamins
a young growing bull calf needs a producer is
helping ensure a successful breeding soundness
check prior to sale or turnout. Bull buyers
have a tendency to check for birth weights and
weaning weights when selecting bulls. Creep
feeding cannot effect birth weights and will help
ensure the genetic maximum weaning weight is
achieved...just what a buyer is interested in!

What’s a Good Creep Feeding Plan?
Questions often arise as to what a good quality
creep feed looks like, in terms of both ingredient
and nutrient profile. The nutrient side is slightly
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easier to examine as the tag will give some
insight into this, however it doesn’t tell the
entire tale. A high quality creep feed will have
adequate protein (14-16%) from a multiple of
sources, ensuring the required amino acids for
muscle growth are present. It should also contain
sufficient energy (63-68% TDN, dry matter
basis) again from a variety of sources, especially
containing digestible fibre sources that provide
both energy and material to help develop rumen
function. Creep feeding provides an excellent
method of ensuring key trace elements such
as copper, zinc, manganese and selenium are
consumed by the rapidly growing calves. High
quality creep feeds often will have a portion of
the trace mineral nutrition coming from chelated
(protected) sources that help ensure the calf is
able to absorb most of these important trace
elements despite any confounding problems from
molybdenum, sulphates or excessive iron.

High quality creep feeds match the protein
requirements of a growing bull calf without feeding
excessive amounts of energy that could lead to hoof/
leg problems or causing acidosis.
Benefits to the Cowherd
Another reason producers may creep feed is
to extend grazing in times of limited moisture.
Creep feeding takes pressure off the pasture,
not the dam. As calves eat more creep feed
they continue to nurse but will often consume
less forage, leaving more in the pasture for

the cow which is the best utilizer of forage.
To extend grazing in the fall, early weaning may
have to be considered. Early weaning allows
the calf to transition into the drylot where they
will gain more efficiently while keeping the cows
out of the drylot for longer. If you retain your
calves, creep fed early weaned calves will go
onto feed more easily as they are accustomed
to eating out of a trough and eating a pellet.

Another reason producers may creep feed is to extend
grazing in times of limited moisture. Creep feeding
takes pressure off the pasture, not the dam.
If you sell calves off the pasture the early weaned
calves may allow you to cash in prior to the
busy fall run. Both options allow the pressure
to be taken off of the cowherd ensuring that the
cows are in adequate condition going into the
fall. This is an efficient time to put weight onto
the cowherd, before the weather turns cold and
her requirements ramp up leading into the next
calving season.

A Look at the Economics
Lastly, no discussion of creep feeding would be
complete unless the economics are fully explained.
Many producers end their consideration of creep
feeding when they see the price per tonne and

this can be an accurate assessment when feed
costs are high and calves are selling at low
prices. However, most cattle feeders consider
feed:gain (conversion) and average daily gain as
the most important characteristics of any feeding
program and the same is true with creep feeds.
Take for example whole oats, containing 10%
crude protein and 68-70% TDN, which from a
nutrient basis does not match the needs of the
growing calf, and which would have a conversion
of approximately 8:1. A well designed creep feed
will more closely match the nutrient requirements
needed leading to better carcass confirmation
and will have a conversion closer to 4:1. This
means that a creep costing $400/t resulting in a
65 lb gain in weight over non-creep fed calves,
sold for $2/lb would net $77.50 per head more
after the cost of the creep has been considered!
With current price insurance available at up to
$2.10/lb this fall and grass in tight supply, creep
may fit into your production system this summer.

Contact Us
As most cattle are now grazing on pasture, make
sure to consult with your Blair’s animal nutrition
specialist to see how a creep feeding program
can fit your operation this year. The multiple
benefits are definitely worth exploring! Call your
Blair’s Livestock Nutrition Specialist today.
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BLAIR’S
introduces new employee

Cole Lamport

Blair’s Family of Companies is pleased to announce
that Cole Lamport has joined our team as Ag
Business Specialist – Livestock Nutrition focused
on our business in southern Saskatchewan.
Cole grew up on a grain and livestock operation
near Alida, Saskatchewan. He graduated from the
University of Saskatchewan with a bachelor’s degree
in agriculture with a major in animal science. Most
recently, Cole has been working in the Swift Current
area as a livestock nutrition sales consultant with a
focus on multi-species animal nutrition. Cole will be
relocating to the McLean area in the near future and will begin his position with Blair’s on June
10th. Cole looks forward to meeting all existing customers and developing many new business
relationships. If you would like to book a consultation with Cole please feel free to call the McLean
office at (306) 699-2822. Blair’s offers a wide range of products and services from crop inputs to
livestock nutrition products and many services like forage and soil sampling.

BE PART OF A WINNING TEAM WITH
PERFORMAX NUTRITION

ask us how performax products can help you achieve your goals.
PerforMAX Beef Developer
45% Rolled Barley, 30% Rolled Corn
Chelated trace minerals.
Designed for use on bulls, steers or heifers.
PerforMAX Beef Finisher
40% Rolled Corn, 35% Rolled Barley
Chelated trace minerals.
Bypass fat offers a “cool” energy source
helping to achieve consistent feed intake.
Use when targeting a higher feeding rate i.e.
finishing a steer.
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PerforMAX Beef Commander (NEW!)
Pelleted ration = consistent product with a
longer shelf life.
Hydroxy trace minerals.
Natural source vitamin E.
Bypass fat as a “cool” energy source.
Multiple protein sources ensuring the amino
acid requirements of the animal are met.
Finisher, Developer and Commander all provide
multiple energy sources to supply a balance of
slow and rapidly digestible energy sources in the
rumen. 14% Crude protein in all three products
ensures muscle deposition.

W ater Q uality
What We Do & How We Can Help
Did you know that the Saskatchewan
Ministry of Agriculture partners with the Roy
Romanow Provincial Laboratory to provide
water testing services to livestock producers
in Saskatchewan? Producers concerned about
the quality of their water can contact their
local Livestock and Feed Extension Specialist
(LFES) at a Ministry of Agriculture Regional
Office to arrange for a water analysis.
Producers will be asked to bring in a one-litre
sample of water in a clean container and will
be required to have a Premise Identification
(PID) number - staff at the Regional Office
can assist those producers who do not yet
have one.

Each local specialist has
access to an electroconductivity meter that
will quickly measure
the conductivity of
the sample. Although
conductivity does not
provide a full analysis, it
does provide an estimate
of the general quality of
the water. Specialists
can then quickly set
producers’ minds at ease
or advise a different
course of action if the
water is of poor quality.

By: Catherine Lang BSA, AAg
Government of Saskatchewan
Livestock and Feed Extension
Specialist, Watrous Regional
Office

In some cases, further
testing may be required
and the sample will be sent to the Roy Romanow
Provincial Laboratory for analysis. The results of
these tests will be sent back to the LFES to share
with the producer. Although the lab results are very
comprehensive, they may be confusing. Livestock
and Feed Extension Specialists are educated in this
area and are happy to help producers understand
what the results mean for their cattle and their
operations. Frequently, the LFES will use this data
to advise specific mineral programs to address
the negative effects the water may be having on
livestock.
In some cases, when water quality is poor,
developing a new water source might be the best
option for an operation. The Farm and Ranch Water
Infrastructure Program (FRWIP), through the
Canadian Agricultural Partnership (CAP), provides
funding to producers to help establish new sources.
To be eligible for FRWIP, the water development
must be intended for agricultural use, i.e., watering
livestock, developing water for crop spraying and
greenhouse production.
The FRWIP program is set up as a rebate program
for projects including dugouts, pipelines, and wells.
Qualified producers are eligible for a maximum 50
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per cent rebate, up to $50,000, over the five-year
program. To be eligible for the program the producer
must:
1. Be a Saskatchewan resident;
2. Be at least 18 years of age;
3. Make at least $50,000 of gross farm income;
and
4. Have their Premise Identification (PID) number
(if a livestock producer).
Eligible expenses for FRWIP funding for the following
projects include:
»» Dugout projects:
• Engineering or consulting fees
• Test holes
• Construction or excavation of new dugouts
• Installation of wet wells
• Expansion of existing dugouts by at least one
third of the original size
»» Infrastructure items (with specific dollar values
attached to them) including:
• Permanent water storage tanks
• Permanent fencing to keep livestock out of
dugout
• Watering bowl and pad, hydrant, or water trough
• Solar systems, including remote water monitoring
equipment
»» Well projects:
• Engineering or consulting fees
• Reasonable groundwater exploration or test
holes
• Well drilling and construction
• Trenching and pipe from
the well to a pressure
system and water
distribution point
»» Infrastructure items
(with specific dollar
values attached to them)
including
• Screening and casing for
wells
• Gravel for large diameter
wells
• Pumps and plumbing
material
• Permanent water storage
tanks
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• Permanent fencing to keep livestock out
• Watering bowl and pad, hydrant, or water trough
• Solar systems, including remote water monitoring
equipment
»» Pipeline projects:
• Engineering or consulting fees
• Pipeline development using an existing water
source
• Construction or excavation of a shallow or deep
buried pipeline
»» Infrastructure items (with specific dollar values
attached to them) including:
• Pumps and plumbing material
• Permanent water storage tanks
• Watering bowl and pad, hydrant, or water trough
• Solar systems, including remote water monitoring
equipment
In order for a project to be eligible for funding, it is
the producer’s responsibility to ensure all permits and
approvals are obtained before projects begin, as the
program does provide a rebate. An eligibility checklist
which includes a complete list of required approvals
can be found on the website (saskatchewan.ca/CAP)
and should be reviewed prior to beginning the water
project. The site also lists all ineligible expenses in
the rebate program.
Talk to your local Ag Programs Specialist if you have
any questions on what is eligible, what permits or
approvals are required, or to ensure you qualify
for the program. If you have questions call the
Agriculture Knowledge Centre at 1-866-457-2377,
or visit Saskatchewan.ca/cap and search ‘FRWIP’.

It’s Processing Time

TIPS FOR KEEPING COWS AND HUSBANDS CALM & SAFE
Article Submitted By: Patty Smith
Blair’s Family of Companies

This year, we will be celebrating our 27th wedding
anniversary on June 13th. Typically this is right after
processing cows and calves that are going out to
pasture. Even after all the “words and work” involved
in processing, most years, I still want to celebrate our
anniversary, other times it might take me a day or day
to remember all the many reasons I married the guy
who showed up at the chute that sure looks a lot like my
husband. I am sure most married couples can relate to
what I am saying. Despite all the traditions that may be
involved in branding and vaccinating and the adaptations
we make every year to facilities to try and make it work
smoother, there are truly some tried and trusted ways to
do this more effectively that I think is worth mentioning
and reviewing. So as I ventured down this path of looking
into some of the key low stress handling techniques, I
found a great resource developed by the Canadian Centre
for Health and Safety in Agriculture, called Low Stress
Cattle Handling. I know, sounds like an oxymoron, but
there are truly some tips and tricks that make a difference
if we can only put ourselves in our cows’ “hooves” for the
day and understand more effectively how they see the
world and interpret conditions they find themselves in.

Background
Did you know that between 2003 -2012, there
were 65 animal related fatalities in Canada and
that handling cattle accounts for 45% of all
livestock related injuries to handlers? (Source:
Canadian Agriculture Injury Reporting).

Animal Science Research
Dr. Temple Grandin, an applied animal behaviour
scientist at Colorado State University, developed
low stress livestock handling theory in the
1980s. Dr. Grandin’s research demonstrates
that low stress handling improves productivity
including faster weight gain, more milk in
dairy cows, less disease, and fewer injuries.
Researchers have incorporated animal science
into animal handling. Animal science research
helps producers understand why animals react
to stimuli in their environments. It is possible to

Image source: Canadian Cattlemen

provide systems for cattle handling that are low
stress and have a much higher level of safety
for the workers when one understands animal
behaviours.

Benefits of Understanding Cattle
Behaviour
Compared to humans, cattle have an increased
field of vision at the expense of poor depth and
colour perception. This means they can have an
extreme sensitivity to contrasts causing them
to balk anywhere there is a rapid change from
light to dark or heavy shadows. Heavy shadows
can appear to cattle to be ‘holes’ rather than
shadows. Cattle have a strong sensitivity to
noise and can be spooked or frightened easily
with novel objects. They will move quickly
away from the direction or source they perceive
the noise to be coming from. Animals may
crash through objects including people in their
attempt to move away from fearful objects or
noises. If a person is standing too close, they
could be knocked down or trampled if the animal
suddenly swings around. Aggressive handling
often results in animals becoming more vigilant
towards the handler, rather than traveling in
the right direction. Cattle tend to move and
react better if they are calm and feel secure.
Yelling while working with cattle can cause them
stress. Cattle will adapt to reasonable levels of
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sound that is continuous. Therefore, talking can
actually have a calming effect on cattle.
Many Things Can Make Cattle Flighty
Including:
• Excessive noise such as shouting, barking,
motorcycles or ATVs
• Being chased
• Electric prods
• Being hit
• Hunger
• Painful, new or strange objects
• When their flight zone is not respected

Animal Instincts
Cattle experience the world with panoramic
fields of vision. This means that cattle have eyes
that are located on the sides of their heads. This
gives them a very wide range of vision but they
have a blind spot. Animals are easily alarmed
when a person enters their blind spot, especially
if they are moving quickly. Cattle will protect
themselves by kicking into that space which is
known as the kick zone.

Easy Rules to Keep in Mind:
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• Separation from the herd may cause anxiety
& unpredictable behaviour. Limit the amount
of time the animal has to be alone or keep
the herd nearby.
• Avoid separating animals at feeding time.
• Cattle will “follow the leader.”
• Cattle have poor depth perception and need
time to adjust to changes in lighting, floor
and other changes; calming cattle once they
are agitated may take 20-30 minutes.
• Cattle have sensitive hearing and are agitated
by shouting, barking dogs and any sudden
noises.
• New situations may cause anxiety and
unpredictable behaviour.
• Routine is comfortable and reassuring.

• Cattle form a lasting impression of painful or
frightening events which may result in future
handling problems.
• Illness or injury may cause unpredictable
behaviour. Note: Cattle will kick towards the
injured side.
• Cows have strong maternal instincts and can
be aggressive when protecting their young.
• An animal protects its territory. A bull will
dominate an area.
• The flight zone is considered safe, personal
space for the animal. Entry into the space will
create a response.
• All grazing animals have wide-angle vision
but can’t see behind themselves. It is
nature’s way of protecting this blind spot for
the animal to kick into that space called the
kick zone.

Moving Cattle
Cattle are herd animals, and will follow the
lead animal. Keep the lead animals moving in
the direction you want to go. Cattle are easily
distracted and can be spooked by almost
anything. More than one person should always
be present when moving cattle. All motions
that are made should be deliberate and sudden
movements and loud noises should be avoided.
Establish a route for escape before moving the
animal in closed quarters. Remove distractions
before moving cattle. Cattle move better and
are less aggressive when physical force or
electric prods are avoided. Tame cattle may be
led instead of driven. When moving bulls, be
confident in all of your motions as this helps to
establish dominance. Never move an aggressive
bull on foot; always use a vehicle. Keep bulls
moving at a trot to avoid a fight breaking out.
If a pair of bulls does begin fighting, stay clear
of them and do not try to break it up. If a bull is
difficult to move it might be necessary to move
them with a group of cows. When closing a gate
after moving a group of cattle, stand to the side.
This will help protect you in case the animals
suddenly push back and the gate is flung open.
Checklist for Moving Cattle:
• Work with another person
• Avoid quick movements & loud noises
• Respect the size of the animal
• Plan an escape route
• Avoid leading cattle into an enclosed area

such as a trailer that doesn’t have an escape
route for yourself
• Never wrap or tie a lead rope to yourself
• Remove distractions before moving cattle
• Stand beside a gate, not behind it
• Avoid electric prods & physical force; a stick
with bells or plastic ribbons alerts cattle
where you are
• Change is disturbing and should be introduced
gradually
• Cattle will move from a darker place to a
lighter place.

Flight Zones

This technique requires practice and patience
as the flight zone differs with each animal. The
proper use of this zone will enable you to move
cattle in a desired direction.
• Cattle will move away from you to keep you
out of their flight zone
• The flight zone corresponds to the animal’s
personal space.
• To locate the edge of the flight zone, move
towards the animal. To acknowledge your
presence at the edge of the flight zone the
animal will raise its head, stop eating, turn
to you while chewing and move to face you.
Once they start to move you are in the flight
zone.
• Entering the flight zone will cause movement
that is usually away from you. Deep hurried
invasion of this space can prompt fear,
agitation, and rapid movement away from
you, or aggression and movement towards
you.
• The size of the flight zone diminishes with
frequent, gentle handling.

Managing the Flight Zone
When you approach an animal from outside its
flight zone, the animal will turn and face you.
To initiate movement, apply gentle pressure
at the edge of the flight zone (Figure 1). Upon
entering this area, the animal will turn away.
Do not continue to pressure the animal’s flight
zone, once it is already moving away from you.
The size of this flight zone depends on genetics,
temperament and the quantity and quality of
human contact the animal has received. Don’t
push an animal to move if it has nowhere to go
or if it cannot find an exit.
Point of Balance:
• Is at the animal’s shoulder or chest area.
• Cows will move in the opposite direction to
the direction the handler is moving as the
handler passes the cow’s point of balance.

Chutes and Pens
A small handling pen should be filled only half
to three-quarters full to prevent overcrowding.
In a curved or straight chute cattle will move
forward when you walk past them in the opposite
direction to their desired movement. By passing
the “Point of Balance” at the animal’s shoulder,
you can encourage forward movement.
Drive a Herd (See image above)
• Pace or ride back and forth behind the group
at a 90 degree angle to the direction you
want it to move.
• Keep this up as the cattle move forward.
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Get

an

Animal

To

Move

Forward

or

Backward
• Walk past the animal in the direction opposite
to the direction you want the animal to
move.
• As you cross the animal’s point of balance,
it will begin moving forward (or backward).

Bulls
Bulls may cause significant injury due to their
huge size advantage and disposition. Turning
your back on a bull or running from a bull
makes it more likely for you to be attacked and
chased, even the quietest bull can cause, under
certain circumstances, injury or death. They are
most dangerous during the summer months
when they are out in herds for breeding. Bulls
should always be raised in a group as this helps
them develop good behavioural patterns. Bulls
that are raised in isolation tend to become
aggressive and dangerous. Never approach bulls
while they are fighting. They are not aware of
their surroundings when fighting, and it is easy
for them to crash into people or fences while
swinging their bodies around.
Just How Dangerous are Bulls?
• Bull attacks account for over 40% of all
livestock fatalities on Canadian farms and
ranches.
• Only 1 in 20 victims survives a bull attack.
• Most bull attacks occur in stockyards or open
fields - not in barns.
• Bulls have a pecking order and may bolt to
avoid a more dominant bull.
• Mating season is a high risk time for bull
attacks (summer months).

Livestock Facilities
Proper livestock facilities reduce strain on both
you and the animal and will keep your workers
safe.
• Keep facilities in good repair
• Provide adequate lighting - shadows can
spook an animal. Light directed at the ramp
can often help keep animals moving.
• Make sure floors, chutes, and ramps have
non-slip footing and keep floors dry.
• Don’t fill holding pens more than half to 3/4
full for easy movement and sorting.
• Make ramp slopes gradual.
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• Keep chutes narrow enough so cattle can’t
turn around.
• Curved chutes encourage cattle to move
forward.
• Consider investing in devices that reduce
strain for the cattle handler, such as back-up
restraints.
• Noise should be minimized in all cattle
handling facilities.
Consider a Man Escape
Stand beside a gate instead of behind it. You
won’t be crushed if it is pushed open.
Always Plan for Emergencies
• Never work alone! Make sure that someone
else knows how long you are gone for and
when you are to return.
• Keep a cell phone with you in case you need
to call for help.
• Make sure vehicles and cattle facilities are
equipped with first aid supplies.
• Always have an exit plan.

Summary
We all joke about how if your marriage can
survive processing cattle there is just about
nothing you can’t get through. The reality is
staying and working calmly is the only way to
process cattle effectively and safely. Try to put
yourself in their “hooves”, it might alter the way
you marshal cattle to the chute system or You
Tube “creating a Bud Box”, all these things can
go a long way to ensuring the safety of man and
beast. Now…should I make supper reservations
for anniversary number 27 or will it be hot dogs
and beans at home??
Take care out there! I would love to see your tips and
pictures of branding and vaccinating season for 2019.
Tweet your pictures and tips to @PattySmith07.
Each picture and tip received will go into a draw
for 5 free packages of Blair’s Premium Angus Beef
Jerky.
To see a full copy of the Low Stress Cattle Handling
report prepared by the Canadian Centre for Health
and Safety in Agriculture, go to: https://cchsa-ccssma.
usask.ca/aghealth/documents/resources-by-theme/
Low%20Stress%20Cattle%20Handling%20-%20Revise_
Oct%202018.pdf
Permission obtained from: Canadian Centre for Health and Safety
in Agriculture. May 14, 2019

blair’s looks to the future
Article by: Craig Lindsay
Mountain View Gazette

student champions mental health in agriculture

Josie Hadway at Westway Farms.
Photo credit: Noel West
DIDSBURY — After suffering a career ending hockey
injury, Didsbury’s Josie Hadway didn’t know where to
turn. The 19-year-old suffered through anxiety and
depression when she realized that college hockey
would no longer be part of her life.
Fortunately, Hadway had great support from her
family and friends. After receiving that help, Hadway
decided she wanted to help others by raising money
for mental health awareness.
“I was kind of having my own struggles,” said Hadway.
“My main sport got taken away. It was a lot of just
suffering from anxiety and depression. It really built
up. I can’t necessarily say it’s from my concussions,
but it’s really increased from them.”
She raised the money by donating the sale of a bull,
which netted $18,000. The money was donated to
three charities: Alberta Children’s Hospital, The Do
More Ag Foundation and Northland College Student
Mental Health Group.

Her parents, Tom and Carol, own and operate
Westway Farms just east of Didsbury, where she
grew up.
As a youngster, Hadway was an accomplished hockey
player. She attended the Edge School in Calgary from
grades 10-12, where she took classes and played
high-level hockey.
After graduation, Hadway went to Northland College
in Wisconsin where she suited up for the women’s
hockey team. Unfortunately, after suffering from a
number of concussions she was told she wouldn’t be
able to play hockey again.
Although she won’t be playing hockey anymore,
Hadway plans to finish her schooling at Northland,
where she is studying sustainable entrepreneurship
and
sustainable
agriculture
and
community
development.
“It’s right on Lake Superior, which is absolutely
beautiful,” she said. “The north woods are absolutely
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beautiful as well. I originally went there for hockey.
I got scouted, which is how I found out about the
school. Even though I’m not playing hockey I love the
school. They focus on the environment a lot.”

“Once my family began to understand a bit more, I said,
I think we need to play our part in mental health and
agriculture and bring some kind of awareness because it’s
not where it should be.”
Hadway took a medical leave last year from Northland
College and returned to the farm from May until
January.
She returned to the school in February for the second
semester of her sophomore (second) year.
“After I really went through something I started
to think,” she said. “I haven’t really had many
conversations about mental health with people in the
agricultural industry. That’s something (agriculture)
that my family is really close to, obviously.
“Once my family began to understand a bit more, I
said, I think we need to play our part in mental health
and agriculture and bring some kind of awareness
because it’s not where it should be.”

Hadway and her parents decided that donating a bull
from their annual bull sale would be a good starting
point.
“It was one bull,” she said. “We had a bunch of
donations and the lot got donated back and resold.
We ended up making $18,000. We were also selling
bracelets.”
It was important for Hadway to donate to charities
involved in mental health, which were the Alberta
Children’s Hospital Foundation and its Build Them Up
Centre for Child and Adolescent Mental Health; The
Do More Ag Foundation, a not-for-profit organization
that focuses on mental health in agriculture across
Canada; and the mental health group from her school,
Northland College.
“What really made me want to go through with this
was hearing that farming has one of the highest rates
of suicide in Canada,” she said. “After hearing that
and thinking that not many people talk about mental
health in agriculture.
“How many people are suffering? How many people
could we potentially help? They don’t even have to
stand up and tell their story. Maybe we can help
motivate them to get the help they need.”
Permission obtained from: Mountain View Gazette. May 2019.

Save the Dates
BLAIRS.AG CATTLE CO. IS PLEASED TO CONSIGN OR SHOWCASE GENETICS TO
THESE UPCOMING SALES AND EVENTS:
Saskatchewan Angus Association Summer Tour - August 6th - 7th
Red Roundup 2019 - October - Olds, AB.
Power and Perfection - November, 2019 - Canadian Western Agribition - Regina, SK.
Blairs.Ag and Guests Commercial Angus Influence Sale December 17th, 2019 Johnstone’s Auction Mart - Moose Jaw, SK.
NEW DATE
BLAIRS.AG CATTLE CO. PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE BULL SALE FEBRUARY 4th,
2020 Jackson Cattle Co. facility - Sedley, SK.
On offer will be 120 head of high quality Red and Black Angus Two Year Old Bulls.
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CONTACTS:
Kevin Blair
306.365.7922
kevin@blairs.ag

Blake MacMillan
306.528.7484
bmacmillan@blairs.ag

Kent McKune
817.602.8629
kent@blairs.ag

From Our Fields To Yours...

Blair’s is proud to be partners in all aspects
of your farming operation:

Crop Nutrition
Crop Protection
Livestock Nutrition
Professional Agronomy
Purebred Cattle Genetics
Transportation Logistics
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